4th International Conference on Microbes & Beneficial Microbes

Giulio Filippo Tarro

Professor, World Academy Biomedical Technologies, Italy, E-mail: giuliotarro@gmail.com

Submission guidelines and registration prices information for Speakers and Delegates are posted on the Beneficial Microbes 2020 website at https://beneficialmicrobes.conferenceseries.com/. Online entries will be accepted from November 01, 2019- June 15, 2020.

Beneficial Microbes 2020 will be held in Montreal, Canada from July 20-21, 2020.

Beneficial Microbes 2020 aims to provide a platform where academics and practitioners from cross-disciplinary fields from education, environmental protection industry, and business can come together and collaborate. The event will encourage the exploration of the potential synergies that may arise from pooling the different perspectives. We invite you to submit papers on Beneficial Microbes. Poster and oral presentations, and thesis presentations will be included in the Conference Program. Beneficial Microbes cover all aspects of Microbiology and Pathology, and broadly encompasses Microbiology processes, Viral Infections and Atmospheric Changes, Infectious Diseases. It also considers the interactions between humans and these systems.

*Are you willing to showcase research results and recent objectives achieved? During Beneficial Microbes 2020, all participants will be able to provide at the Beneficial Microbes registration desk a poster outlining your main results. Why?

Because you will have the chance to present them at the Knowledge exchange session (July 20 forenoon) and meet the authors of the speech you find most interesting during the final Networking Session!

Venue:

Montreal is the most populous municipality in the Canadian province of Quebec and the second-most populous municipality in Canada. Originally called Ville-Marie, or "City of Mary" it is named after Mount Royal, the triple-peaked hill in the heart of the city. The city is centred on the Island of Montreal, which took its name from the same source as the city, and a few much smaller peripheral islands, the largest of which is Île Bizard. It has a distinct four-season continental climate with warm to hot summers and cold, snowy winters.

Virology is an international multidisciplinary field concerned with all aspects of interaction between humans, natural resources, special climates:

- Agriculture Microbiology
- Plant Beneficial Microbes
- Bowels to Behavior: The Gut-Brain Axis
- Plant Microbiology
- Probiotics & Prebiotics
- Ecology and Evolution of Microbe-Host Interactions.
- Bowels to Behavior: The Gut-Brain Axis.
- Plant Beneficial Microbes
- Marine Microbiology

In pursuit of these topics, the Medical disciplines are invited to contribute their knowledge and experience. Major disciplines include: Virology, Microbiology, Pathology, Marine Microbiology, General medicine management

Subject Advantages:

- Meet Experts & Influencers Face to Face
- Networking Opportunities
- Learning in a New Space
- New Tips & Tactics
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